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Whoever wants to be a leader among you 
must be your servant, and whoever wants to 
be first among you must become your slave. 
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“Works” or “Services”

?Èî5Profession@9

?·¸5Family@9

?��5Ministry@9
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After David had served his generation 
according to the will of God, he died...
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To help people with the mentality of 
doing it out of love for God 

so that others may benefit and be blessed.
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Who’s The Boss?
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Troubles multiply 
for those who chase after other gods.
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You know that your labor in the Lord 
is not in vain.
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Try to please them all the time, not just when 
they are watching you. As slaves of Christ, 

do the will of God with all your heart. 
Work with enthusiasm, as though you were 
working for the Lord rather than for people.
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For Whom do we serve?
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https://www.evernote.com/shard/s159/nl/
16646041/17626b92-02ca-4656-91ed-cbc8ffeb0b74/

https://www.evernote.com/shard/s159/nl/16646041/17626b92-02ca-4656-91ed-cbc8ffeb0b74/
https://www.evernote.com/shard/s159/nl/16646041/17626b92-02ca-4656-91ed-cbc8ffeb0b74/


We do not serve to be saved, 
but we are saved to serve.
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Ordinary People Christians
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Anyone who wants to serve me 
must follow me, 

because my servants must be where I am. 
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?Èî5Profession@H���

? í5Society@H���

?ā²5Gospel@H���

?l©5Daily Life@H���
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_ëY��5Serve in Love
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No matter what I say, 
No matter what I know, 
No matter what I believe, 

No matter what I do,! 
without Love, I am nothing. 
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Why do we serve?
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Well done, good and faithful servant!
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Do our best...
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How good is good enough?
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Do our best...
with what God has entrusted us.
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God always gives you enough time 
to do His will.

If you're always out of time, 
you're either doing things out of his will, 
or doing the right things in wrong ways. 
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— by Pastor Rick Warren
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How do we serve?
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To help people faithfully
with the mentality of 

doing it out of love for God 
so that others may benefit and be blessed.
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?ªĐ@��9�For Whom do we serve?
?ª^@��:�We serve for God!

?ª}@��9�Why do we serve?
?ªë@��:�Serve because of love!

?v}@��9�How do we serve?
?�Y@��:�Serve Faithfully!
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